Examining sensory ability, feature matching, and assessment-based adaptation for a brain-computer interface using the steady-state visually evoked potential
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Abstract

Purpose—We investigated how overt visual attention and oculomotor control influence successful use of a visual feedback brain-computer interface (BCI) for accessing augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) devices in a heterogeneous population of individuals with profound neuromotor impairments. BCIs are often tested within a single patient population limiting generalization of results. This study focuses on examining individual sensory abilities with an eye toward possible interface adaptations to improve device performance.

Methods—Five individuals with a range of neuromotor disorders participated in four-choice BCI control task involving the steady state visually evoked potential. The BCI graphical interface was designed to simulate a commercial AAC device to examine whether an integrated device could be used successfully by individuals with neuromotor impairment.

Results—All participants were able to interact with the BCI, and highest performance was found for participants able to employ an overt visual attention strategy. For participants with visual deficits due to impaired oculomotor control, effective performance increased after accounting for mismatches between the graphical layout and participant visual capabilities.

Conclusions—As BCIs are translated from research environments to clinical applications, the assessment of BCI-related skills will help facilitate proper device selection and provide individuals who use BCI the greatest likelihood of immediate and long term communicative success. Overall, our results indicate that adaptations can be an effective strategy to reduce barriers and increase access to BCI technology. These efforts should be directed by comprehensive assessments for matching individuals to the most appropriate device to support their complex communication needs.
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1. Introduction

Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) allow individuals to control computers and other devices without requiring overt behavioral input (e.g., manual or vocal). A major area of BCI research focuses on providing aided access to communication software programs for individuals with severe neuromotor disorder and/or paralysis of the limbs and face [1,2]. The idea for providing aided access to communication has a rich history in the field of augmentative and alternative communication (AAC), which is part of a family of adaptive strategies focused on providing non-vocal access to language, literacy, and communication to individuals with severe speech and motor deficits [3,4]. Individuals who use AAC can range across a continuum, including children and adults with cerebral palsy, Down’s syndrome, traumatic brain injuries, spinal injury, blindness, deafness, and neuromotor disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [3]. A common characteristic of all individuals who use AAC is unintelligible or absent vocal communication despite often possessing sufficient cognitive ability for learning and using language. For some individuals with sufficient limb motor control, vocal communication can be replaced by AAC in the form of writing, typing, hand gestures, body language, or row-column scanning interfaces [4,5]. For others with more severe neuromotor disorders or paralysis of the limbs, upper vocal tract, and orofacial structures, alternative AAC strategies involving identification of eye gaze or head pointing location may be implemented [5]. For example, individuals with intact oculomotor control can create messages via camera-based eye tracking AAC systems. In this example, the AAC user orients their eyes toward a desired communication element (e.g., letter, word, graphic, or icon), then performs a predefined selection action such as prolonged fixation or eye blinking. In the case of a virtual keyboard, it is possible to spell out each letter of a word to form longer phrases, sentences and paragraphs [3,5].

Unfortunately, there are still many individuals with such profound speech and motor impairment, that they are unable to access traditional AAC devices through existing methods. Specifically, individuals with locked-in syndrome (LIS) often only have limited, if any, oculomotor control, and are unable to perform voluntarily movements of the limbs and face [6,7]. LIS can arise from a number of etiologies including traumatic brain injury, brainstem stroke, and neurodegenerative disorders such as ALS. For individuals with severely limited or absent movements, BCIs offer an alternative to existing types of aided communication by eliminating the requirement of voluntary motor control [1,2]. Therefore, the goal of BCI development is to uncover patterns of brain activity that can be reliably observed in response to some form of external stimulus (exogenous) or as a result of voluntary neural changes (e.g., imagined motor movements; endogenous), and to link those patterns to transmission of an intended communicative message [1,2,8].
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While BCIs are expanding into the field of AAC, additional research is needed to determine the best way to match individuals from a variety of cognitive-motor phenotypes with complex communication needs [9-12] to the BCI that can provide the most appropriate and inclusive services [3,13]. Feature matching is a process for prescribing individuals an AAC device that is most suited to their unique profile, which includes current and projected future strengths and weaknesses [14,15]. The concept of feature matching is critically important to BCI given their technical complexity and the variety of methodology based on differences in sensory, cognitive, and motor requirements [2]. Major classes of BCI either involve sensory stimulation to evoke brain responses for controlling communication interfaces (e.g., steady state visually evoked potential [16], the P300 speller [17], auditory evoked responses [18,19], and motor imagery-based interfaces [20-22] (for a full review see [2]). Inappropriate matching, rather than technology failures, are among the most likely causes for AAC device rejection and abandonment [13], which is only likely to be exacerbated due to the complexity of BCI devices. One of the major considerations in feature matching involves assessment of user-centered factors associated with successful device operation [23,24]; therefore, investigation of the skills and requirements of each type of BCI for accessing AAC is required for effective clinical implementation [9,11,12].

One BCI technique that uses the steady state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) [16,25-29] holds great promise as an access technique for AAC devices due to its high potential communication rates [30] and relatively simple methodology [27]. The SSVEP is a neurophysiological signal detected using electroencephalography (EEG) over the occipital scalp locations, and is associated with a driving, oscillating stimulus to the visual system (e.g., a strobe stimulus with a fixed frequency) [31]. A transient visually evoked potential is elicited with every onset of the stimulus, and when transmitted to the visual cortex and summed, it is observed in the steady state at frequencies equal to the strobe rate and its harmonics [31,32]. A common approach for SSVEP-based BCIs is to present graphical icons on a screen that each flicker at a different strobe frequency [33]. The simultaneous flickering of all stimuli will generate SSVEPs at all of the strobe frequencies; however, the amplitude of the SSVEP [34] and its temporal correlation to each stimulus [35,36] increases with attention. Therefore, users can interact with the device by focusing their attention on a single graphical icon, and the attended SSVEP can be decoded using a variety of machine learning techniques (e.g., [34,35]). The frequency with the highest spectral amplitude [34] or greatest temporal correlation [35] is then chosen as the attended frequency, and its associated visual stimulus is selected as the desired response.

Recent studies have questioned whether overt attention by shifting eye gaze is necessary for a user to optimally interact with SSVEP-based (and other visually-based) BCIs, or whether covert attention is sufficient [29,37]. In this context, covert attention refers to a shifting of attention without changing eye gaze location. Past work confirms that SSVEP amplitudes are modulated via covert attention [27,28,38,39]; however, there appears to be a reduction in BCI performance when covert attention is used for both SSVEP [29] and P300 BCIs [37]. Similar concerns regarding sensory and motor abilities arise when selecting the most appropriate traditional AAC device and are addressed via thorough assessment procedures, followed by device adaptations (e.g., placement of communication icons on the screen, positioning of the device) and user trials with multiple devices. Therefore, rather than using
overt attention as a strict screening tool for SSVEP suitability, our study is focused on examining how BCI performance varies by individual and according to neuromotor and oculomotor status. We also provide recommendations for assessment and intervention based on the results of the individual participants in our study.

In this study, we examine performance on an SSVEP-based BCI task by individuals with motor impairments (including oculomotor), and emphasize differences in overt visual attention due to deficits in oculomotor control. Prior studies evaluating the influence of covert attention on BCI task performance have been primarily limited to participants without neurological impairments [29,37,40,41], with only one study evaluating the feasibility of a SSVEP gaze independent display (a yellow and red interlaced square display with a central fixation cross) for two class SSVEP selection for individuals with LIS [42]. Here, we focus on a heterogeneous population of individuals with severe neuromotor deficits including ALS, brain-stem stroke, traumatic brain injury and progressive supranuclear palsy, and a range of oculomotor abilities.

Each condition can lead to specific differences in visual abilities (e.g., deficits in the lower visual field in progressive supranuclear palsy). Following BCI task completion, performance was analyzed with respect to participants’ observed oculomotor control. In addition, we designed our four class BCI visual display to simulate one possible method for combining existing graphical interfaces used by AAC devices with SSVEP stimuli for controlling a grid-like spelling / communication program. In many SSVEP applications, custom computer hardware is used to control flickering SSVEP stimuli with light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to ensure accurate stimulation frequencies. Computer screens, on the other hand, are limited to accurate flicker rates that are factors of the screen refresh rate (commonly 60 Hz), while other flicker rates are approximated. We chose to simulate possible integration on-board the graphical display of a computer-based AAC device for SSVEP stimulation rather than requiring additional hardware for LED stimulation (see [2] for an example), which may be more practical for future translation of research into clinical practice.

The results of our experiment agree with prior investigations on the importance of oculomotor control to visually-based BCI systems, namely, performance decreases when participants are not able to orient their eyes to visual targets of interest (cf. [37]). However, performance can be increased if the BCI visual display is customized for individual differences in oculomotor capabilities. In many cases, the visual deficits leading to poor BCI performance may also limit the effectiveness of traditional eye-tracking solutions, therefore, a visually based BCI may still be an effective communication interface if appropriately tailored to each user. We provide recommendations for using visual BCIs generally, and SSVEP-based BCIs specifically, based on a new BCI feature matching protocol for individuals who may use BCI for AAC.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

We recruited five participants with severe neuromotor impairments (1 female, 4 male, age range = 29–64, mean age = 46). Informed consent was obtained from all participants, or a
combination of participant assent and consent from a legally authorized representative in the event that participants were not able to provide consent due to their motor impairment. All study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of both Boston University and the University of Kansas. These participants represent a heterogeneous population with variable etiology including, traumatic injury leading to brain-stem stroke, progressive supranuclear palsy and ALS. They also vary in their level of oculomotor control ranging from the ability to control an eye-gaze device (participants P1 & P2) to severely impaired or nearly absent eye movements that are limited to one dimension only (P3, P4 & P5). Similarly, all participants varied in their primary mode of communication, P1 regularly used an eye-tracking AAC device, P2 occasionally used an eye-tracking AAC device, but often had difficulty and preferred to use partner assisted spelling through mouthing gestures, P3 used eye blinks, P4 produced minimal, severely dysarthric speech (yes/no only), and manual gestures (e.g., “thumbs-up” and “thumbs-down”) to indicate binary responses, supplemented by pointing to an alphabet board, and P5 utilized vertical eye movements. Finally, participants P1, P3, P4 and P5 each completed the BCI task in open spaces inside a research lab while P2 completed the study protocol in his own home. A summary of participant characteristics can be found in table 1.

2.2. EEG data acquisition

EEG and electrooculography (EOG) were collected from all participants as they completed the the experimental paradigm. EEG was recorded from three active Ag/AgCl electrodes placed at the locations O1, Oz and O2 according to the international standard [43] for monitoring visually evoked potentials. A single active Ag/AgCl electrode was placed lateral to the corner of the right eye to record the EOG. All EEG and EOG signals were recorded using the g.MOBI Lab+ (g.tec, Graz, AT) mobile biophysiological acquisition device at 256 Hz sampling rate with the ground electrode placed on the forehead, and reference electrode on the left earlobe. Signals were acquired wirelessly and in real-time over a Bluetooth connection from the g.MOBI Lab+ to the experimental computer. Signals were bandpass filtered from 0.5 to 100 Hz on-board the acquisition device prior to subsequent analysis.

2.3. Experimental paradigm

Participants were asked to engage in an SSVEP-based BCI task in which frequency-tagged, on-off strobe, checkerboard stimuli were used to elicit the SSVEP. Stimuli were centered along the four edges of the LCD screen with rectangular dimensions (i.e., 100 × 600px [left and right], 600 × 100px [top and bottom]), and the middle of the screen was empty in order to provide task instructions and online feedback of BCI selection accuracy (see figure 1).

Each stimulus was tagged according to its strobe frequency (12, 13, 14 and 15 Hz) and screen position (left, right, up and down). A pilot study determined that these frequencies generated the maximum SSVEP response without overlap between fundamental and harmonic frequencies (i.e., 6 Hz was not chosen since its first harmonic would overlap with 12 Hz stimulation). Attention to one of the stimuli (e.g., [up]) would then result in an amplified SSVEP response at the associated strobe frequency (e.g., 12 Hz). Additionally, participants provided feedback on their performance using their primary method of communication. Prior to the experimental task, all participants (except P1) answered
questions regarding their feelings about the BCI experiment, and their expectations about operating the BCI device. Following their participation, they were asked again about their feelings regarding BCI and their perception of task difficulty. The BCI graphical layout was designed with a grid-based AAC device in mind. For SSVEP integration with AAC devices, the strobe stimuli may be positioned on the outer perimeter of the screen with a central communication grid. In this way, attention to one of the four SSVEP stimuli would result in a grid cursor movement in the appropriate cardinal direction (see [2] for an example of both spelling and symbol-based versions).

Each trial began with a text cue [up, down, left, right] displayed in the middle of the screen indicating to the participant which of the four stimuli was designated as the target stimulus. The cue was presented to each participant for 2 s, followed by a 4 s response period. During that time, participants shifted their attention to one of the four stimuli. Attention was shifted without instruction, so participants could employ either overt or covert strategies. If the BCI decoding algorithm predicted a stimulus that matched the target, a thumbs-up graphic was displayed as feedback, otherwise the participant received a thumbs-down graphic. A 1 s intertrial interval with a blank screen followed each response period and feedback presentation. A minimum of three runs (each run contained 20 trials) were performed by each participant.

2.4. SSVEP Analysis and BCI Decoding

Simultaneous presentation of many different frequency-tagged strobe stimuli will generate an SSVEP with frequency components from each stimulus; however, the attended stimulus will be amplified relative to the competitors [34] and have greatest temporal correlation [35]. For use in a BCI application, a decoding algorithm must determine to which of the stimuli participants are attending by identifying the SSVEP frequency with the greatest response. In this study, BCI decoding was accomplished by computing EEG spectra via the fast Fourier transform and decoding the SSVEP frequencies using the Harmonic Sum Decision algorithm (HSD; [44]).

EEG data collected in our experimental paradigm was first stored in a 1024 point buffer (4 s) aligned to the trial onset. Next the mean was subtracted from the stored data, and the power spectral density was estimated using a 1024-point fast Fourier transform. The HSD algorithm then uses a sum of the spectral density at each of the stimulation frequencies and their first harmonics. We used the average spectral power in a 0.2 Hz window around each stimulation frequency (e.g., 11.9 - 12.1 Hz for a 12 Hz center frequency) and its first harmonic to compute the HSD. To make a BCI choice, the stimulus with the maximum harmonic sum per trial was chosen by the decoding algorithm as the attended target, and the result was presented to the participant in the middle of the screen.

2.5. Statistical analysis of BCI results

We computed summary statistics (mean, standard errors and 95% confidence intervals) of BCI accuracy for each participant individually since the heterogeneity of the population makes group-level analyses difficult to interpret. In addition, we calculated confusion matrices of the BCI output for each participant to explore any error patterns in decoding, and
used a bootstrap randomization procedure to examine whether BCI performance for each participant exceeded chance levels. In this procedure, BCI responses were held fixed, compared to randomly shuffled target values (the target stimulus direction), and repeated 10000 times. We report BCI accuracy as statistically significant if the proportion of randomized accuracy values greater than actual pre-dicted BCI responses were less than 5%. To examine the influence of oculomotor control on performance of the SSVEP-based BCI, we modeled BCI responses using a logistic regression with two within groups factors: participant age and status of oculomotor control (impaired or not impaired).

3. Results

3.1. Overall BCI performance

Overall accuracy in the BCI task ranged from 18.75% - 73.0% correct (mean 38.61%; 25% is the theoretical chance rate for a four choice task). Our results shown in figure 2 and table 2 indicate BCI performance for participants P1 and P2 was statistically significantly greater than chance (similar to [42]) determined from the bootstrap randomization test of accuracy (p < 0.05). Though the average performance for participant P4 was above the theoretical chance level, the result did not reach statistical significance.

Next we sought to determine the effects of oculomotor control on BCI performance. Oculomotor control is needed for overt visual attention (i.e., moving the eyes) and a lack of oculomotor control will require some amount of covert visual attention for portions of the visual display that are in the periphery. To do this, we examined two main factors influencing performance of the SSVEP-BCI system: participant age, and oculomotor impairment, using a binary logistic regression analysis. We evaluated the statistical significance of model coefficients using a analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a chi-square test in R [45]. There was a statistically significant, main effect of oculomotor impairment (Wald Type-II, $\chi^2(1) = 40.673$, $p < 0.001$), but no effect of age. There was an additional statistically significant interaction between oculomotor impairment and age (Wald Type-II, $\chi^2(1) = 26.582$, $p < 0.001$), though the limited number of participants make it difficult to interpret this effect. A post-hoc Wilcoxon rank sum test of the main effect of oculomotor impairment indicated that individuals without severe oculomotor impairment (e.g., participants P1 & P2) had statistically significantly greater performance than those with significant impairments (participants P3, P4, & P5; Wilcoxon rank sum test, $p < 0.05$).

3.2. Directionality preferences

We conducted a separate analysis to characterize performance based upon the direction of each SSVEP stimulus to address variability in oculomotor control between the participants. Figure 3 provides a summary of the BCI accuracy per participant for each directional stimulus. A logistic regression with ANOVA of the stimulus direction (up, down, left, right) per participant was used to confirm directional preferences. A statistically significant effect direction was found for all participants indicating that some directions outperformed others (figure 3). A post-hoc pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test with Bonferroni correction was used to determine the directions with statistically significant differences in accuracy (results and summary of statistical tests shown in figure 3). This analysis identified greater performance...
on the directions [up] (92%) and [left] (84%) versus [right] (44%), though [up], [down], and [left] were all above 72% for participant P1, [down] (76%) versus all others for P2, [up] (40%) for P3 (all others were less than 40%), [up] (40%) and [left] (67%) for P4 versus both [down] (0%) and [right] (10%), and [up] (65%) versus all others (≤ 20%) for P5.

To further examine directional preferences we computed confusion matrices for BCI accuracy per participant (in figure 4). For participant P1 the dominant classification results occur along the confusion matrix diagonal, indicating high true positive rates (also observed in figure 3). The remaining participants all demonstrated certain patterns that reflect directional preferences associated with their specific oculomotor or visual field deficits. For instance, classification performance for participant P2 appears to be biased toward good classification of the [down] stimulus and random confusions among the remaining directions. Classifications for participants P3, P4 and P5 appear to be biased toward one predicted direction ([up] for P3 and P5, [up] & [left] for P4). A full discussion of the relationship between oculomotor and visual field deficits and the observed BCI performance is provided in Section 4.1. The finding of unique directional preferences and decoding patterns has important implications for feature matching assessment and selection of possible, visually-based BCIs. Further, these directional competencies can be used to tailor the visual display to match individual strengths in oculomotor control and visual acuity (e.g., placement of communication icons and BCI control stimuli in the upper and left visual field for participant P4).

3.3. Motivation

We asked participants to rate their feelings about operating the BCI before and after completing the experimental protocol by choosing among the following words (some chose more than one word leading to more responses than participants): excited, hopeful, skeptical, and curious. Prior to the experiment, participants were mostly skeptical, though curious and somewhat excited (3 participants were skeptical, 2 curious, 2 excited and 1 apathetic). Following the experiment, all four participants who completed the questionnaire (all but P1) indicated excitement for BCI technology, 2 were curious, 2 were hopeful and 1 was still apathetic (P5). We also examined overall BCI performance in the first run versus the last run for all participants to gauge any effects of fatigue, learning, or changes in motivation on BCI control. We did not find any statistically significant change in performance over all participants (Wilcoxon rank sum test, \( p = 0.30 \)) nor for any individual participant (Wilcoxon rank sum test, all \( p > 0.06 \)). Taken together, the increase in positive ratings (e.g., “excited” increased from 2 to 4 participants; “skeptical” decreased from 3 to 0 participants) regarding the BCI and stable performance from first to last run suggests our participants were motivated to operate the BCI device. Motivation is important for eventual buy-in and acceptance from individuals who may use BCI for accessing AAC, their caretakers and AAC clinical professionals, and minimizing device abandonment.

4. Discussion

The present study was designed to test the performance of an SSVEP-based BCI when controlled by a heterogeneous population of individuals with profound neuro-motor impairments, including impairments to oculomotor control. The SSVEP method for eliciting
brain activity has the potential to capitalize on the sensory abilities for individuals with paralysis since it is a neurophysiological response to a driving visual stimulus [16,29,46], and may require different cognitive skills than other visual BCIs (e.g., only requires selective attention to target stimuli rather than a cognitive decision about the stimulus needed for P300 spellers) [12]. There is debate in the BCI community, however, whether overt attention is required (i.e., movements of the eyes) to properly operate visually-based BCIs, including the grid-based P300 speller [37] and SSVEP [29], or whether covert attention (i.e., attending to stimuli in the periphery) is sufficient. The answer to this question will help to evaluate the appropriateness of SSVEP-based BCIs as an access method for AAC for those with oculomotor difficulties according to person-centered AAC best practices. For instance, the results of our study will help inform SSVEP BCI recommendations based upon an evaluation that includes an initial screening / training session with the device. In addition, our results will aid future BCI assessments that either rule out certain BCI modalities, or identify those that have the potential for success, but require certain modifications in order to optimally match the BCI to a unique individual profile. These topics are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

4.1. BCI Performance Analysis

We estimated the classification accuracy and confusion matrices for BCI performance for each participant and stimulus direction. While average accuracy was 38%, some errors may have been due to external noise and distractions. This study was intentionally performed in an open space and no attempt was made to minimize environmental distractions or enforce strict attention to the task in order to gauge performance in a somewhat realistic usage scenario. The lack of full oculomotor control was a significant factor in low performance for participants P2, P3, P4 and P5; however, optimal performance can only be expected if visual stimulation occurs in a region of the visual field that is accessible ([up] for P5 with brain-stem stroke, [up] or [left] for P4 with progressive supranuclear palsy). Comprehensive assessment to identify participant strengths (particularly in visual perception and oculomotor capabilities), similar to those used in AAC [3], can be used to tailor the interface to improve performance.

Directional preference was variable between participants, but often agreed with their reported oculomotor or visual field disruptions. Further, our results suggest that participant-specific deficits for accurately perceiving the entire visual field may have been responsible for the observed differences in directional performance when using the BCI. For instance P1 had full oculomotor control, and unsurprisingly had the best performance using the BCI. Additionally, inspection of the directional results in figures 3 and 4 shows no systematic confusions between directions with high true positive rate. The results for participant P2 were more unique, with strong performance for the [down] stimulus, weaker performance for [up] and very weak performance for the remaining directions. The confusion matrix reveals that reliable performance was only achieved for the [down] direction, albeit at a high accuracy. Participant P2 presented with a ptosis of the right eye, which may have negatively affected access to the upper and right visual fields. In addition, he reported difficulty using eye-tracking for accessing his AAC device and was unable to use binocular eye-tracking systems. Participants P3, P4 and P5 all show relatively good performance in at least one
direction, [up] for P3, [up] and [left] for P4 and [up] for P5. Participant P3 had limited eye movements and his parents reported he has difficulty with attention, which likely contributed to his relatively low performance in the BCI task. Participant P4 had progressive supranuclear palsy, which can adversely affect the lower visual field. After questioning, this participant revealed she was unable to see the [down] stimulus, which is evident from the 0% accuracy in the BCI task. Participant P5 had locked-in syndrome due to a brainstem stroke and primarily communicated using vertical eye movements for binary responses. He also had no ability to move his eyes horizontally (e.g., classical LIS [7]), which is evident in the poor directional performance to the left and right directions. The observation of participant-specific patterns of performance, rather than systematic, suggests that oculomotor and visual field deficits were the primary reason for observed BCI directional preferences. The directional analysis should be a key part of BCI assessment procedures, and in this study revealed that whole-screen interfaces are not optimal for all participants, but that adaptations may be possible based on individual strengths.

4.2. Assessment and selection for BCI

Assessment and feature matching procedures in AAC help identify both the access modality and communication interface that best meets the needs of individuals with complex communication needs [13-15]. The sheer variety of access techniques, AAC options, and profiles of individuals who may use AAC makes these procedures a necessity for optimal device selection. For instance, some individuals can not maintain eye gaze on a screen, but are able to still view visual interfaces for communication. Therefore, some access modality other than eye-tracking (e.g., if available, button press using a limb or head) may be most appropriate. The introduction of BCIs into AAC best practices adds additional variety that should be considered when selecting the most appropriate communication method [2,5,9,12]. The current study investigated only sensory abilities to determine operational competency, however, additional comprehensive BCI assessment should include cognitive ability, attention, literacy, motor skill / motor signs of neurological disorder (e.g., spasticity), medical history (e.g., risk of seizures), individual preferences, and caregiver supports [12]. Assessment recommendations for each participant are listed below:

- Participant P1 was already successful using binocular eye-tracking to access AAC and he was also very proficient using the SSVEP interface; therefore, his current AAC access method is recommended as the most appropriate option. He currently has the skills needed to operate an SSVEP (or likely any other visual BCI). Thus, it is suggested that he builds and maintains his BCI skills in order to facilitate switching from eye-tracking to BCI access in the event of progressive decline due to ALS.

- Participant P2 was able to use monocular eye-tracking though he preferred using partner assisted spelling through mouthing gestures. He demonstrated high proficiency using the SSVEP interface using the [down] stimulus; therefore, additional assessment with modified stimulus placements are needed to fully evaluate his likelihood of success using SSVEP-based BCIs. Follow up evaluations should place all stimuli in the lower visual field and ensure appropriate placement of the graphical display relative to his current field of...
view. While P2 has a reliable form of communication with his partner, BCI-based access to AAC may provide him with some independence or an ability to communicate when his partner is unavailable.

- Participant P3 was unable to use the SSVEP device in any meaningful fashion. SSVEP-based BCIs require an ability to selectively attend to individuals visual stimuli while ignoring others. It is possible he was not able to complete this complex attentional task; therefore, the SSVEP and likely other sensory-based BCIs (e.g., P300 speller) are not recommended for accessing AAC. An evaluation of auditory-based and motor-based BCIs is appropriate to identify an alternative potential BCI access modality.

- Participant P4 used manual gestures for her current mode of communication, and she was able to control the SSVEP device using the [up] and [left] stimuli, with greatest performance for [left]. Notably, she was unable to use the [down] stimulus, with 0% accuracy, which is consistent with visual impairments as a result of progressive supranuclear palsy. Her relative success with two of the four SSVEP stimuli suggests a need for follow-up evaluations with stimuli located in the upper visual field and appropriate placement of the graphical display. Though her current communication method is effective, the gestures used by participant P4 are not suited to keyboard or touchscreen access. SSVEP-based BCI access may be an alternative access technique that bypasses the motor system and facilitates spelling, which was identified as her preferred message format.

- Participant P5 used vertical eye movements for binary selection as his primary method of communication (e.g., up for yes, down for no), and had previous experience with a communication board. As a result of a brain-stem stroke, participant P5 was unable to make any horizontal movements. Therefore, his performance in the SSVEP task was consistent with his oculomotor ability. In addition, participant P5 reported good hearing sensitivity and was able to follow multi-step directions. Therefore, though the SSVEP interface may not be optimal to support his communication needs, an alternative BCI may be appropriate including auditory stimulation and motor-based interfaces. Additional testing is recommended to select a BCI from one of these two modalities.

5. Limitations

This pilot study investigated how well individuals across a range of neuromotor disorders were able to use an SSVEP-based BCI. As such, the parameters chosen represent the first step in an iterative process to fully examine sensory ability for feature matching assessment for BCI selection. First, the decision to keep the stimulation frequencies fixed to specific direction (e.g., 15 Hz was always right) limits some interpretability of the directional results. However, the fact that performance decreased according to known visual deficits helps to minimize this potential confound. The participant with progressive supranuclear palsy is a great example; a specific deficit in the lower visual field is associated with this disorder, and participant P4 was unable to attend sufficiently to the [down] stimulus. Second, the inclusion
of participants with a range of neuromotor disorders reduces the explanatory power for any individual disorder. However, expanding beyond typical populations who may use BCI is important for translation of this technology into clinical practice, and our results provide compelling evidence to warrant future study of such heterogeneous populations in greater detail. In addition, this study focused on single session results, and did not feature any adaptation based on the observed directional performance. Future studies should investigate the effects of graphical display adaptation (cf. [29,42]) over multiple sessions.

6. Conclusion

The present study provides a glimpse into the short term (one-session) BCI performance by individuals with significant neuromotor impairments in an every-day environment. The study procedures and results have potential generalization for use as a practical screening protocol for selecting SSVEP-based BCI techniques for accessing AAC by individuals with neuromotor impairments. A fundamental clinical practice in AAC is the process of feature matching in which devices are selected for possible intervention based on an individual’s current and future profile [3,13,15], which is often accompanied by practice trials with a number of potential communication devices. In these practice sessions, devices with relatively similar feature matching profiles can be tested by the client and selected based on one’s preferences, performance, and motivation. The translation of this clinical framework to BCI practice is important [2,12], given inter- and intra-subject variability in BCI performance [47], and that each individual may have different perceptions of the same BCI system [48].

In the current study, the majority of participants demonstrated a one-session increase in overall feeling toward BCI with greater excitement for the technology following their participation. This finding corroborates past evidence of increased motivation after using BCIs [49]. However, an individuals level of interest in a BCI system may be influenced by their perceived performance, which may have been a factor for P5 [50]. Motivation and positive feelings toward BCI will likely increase acceptance by ensuring individual preferences are taken into account along with objective measures of BCI operation. Buy-in, and initial selection of a combined AAC-BCI device is critically important as proper selection can lead to long-term performance gains and eventual every-day use. Poor selection is equally critical and can lead to patient frustration and device abandonment [13]. The procedures listed here for evaluating SSVEP-BCI performance can augment other evaluation parameters such as sufficient visual capacity, cognitive status, attention, and working memory needed for BCI control (cf. [46,51-53]). Overall, these results reiterate the need for comprehensive physical, sensory, and neurological assessment when matching BCI systems to individuals who require AAC (e.g., [9,11,12]). In addition, these systems should be flexible enough to support individualized modifications for maximizing their chances of success. This proof-of-concept study with a heterogeneous participant pool demonstrated the feasibility of the SSVEP-based BCI as an input modality for accessing AAC systems.
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**ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCI</th>
<th>brain-computer interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>augmentative and alternative communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSVEP</td>
<td>steady state visually evoked potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIS</td>
<td>locked-in syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>amyotrophic lateral sclerosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.
An example of the graphical interface used to elicit the SSVEP, and provide participant instructions and feedback on decoding results.
Figure 2. Average individual performance for all participants. The dashed line represents the theoretical chance accuracy rate (25% for a 4-choice BCI); performance greater than chance levels according to the bootstrap randomization test indicated with *. Error bars shown for 1 se.
Figure 3.
(Left) Performance by participant for each of the four directions presented in the BCI experiment with (right) Wald Type-II \( \chi^2 \) test of the factor Direction for each participant and any statistically significant differences between directions (Wilcoxon sign rank test). Each participant demonstrated patterns of BCI performance that suggest where BCI stimuli and communication items should be placed (i.e., those locations with the highest performance among the four tested directions.)
Figure 4.
Confusion matrices for measuring decoding performance using the SSVEP-based BCI. Ideally the diagonal should contain the most classifications. Other patterns (e.g., horizontal line for the [left] stimulus in P4) indicates some form of bias toward certain predictions.
Table 1

Description of participant characteristics including etiology, duration of neurological disorder, current age, gender, self-reported vertical and horizontal visual impairment, primary mode of communication, and message preference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Etiology</th>
<th>Duration (years)</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Oculomotor vertical</th>
<th>Impairment horizontal</th>
<th>Primary AAC Preference</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Eye-tracking</td>
<td>Spelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>no*</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Mouthing</td>
<td>Spelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>TBI</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>no†</td>
<td>no†</td>
<td>Blinking</td>
<td>Phrases / Symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Gestures</td>
<td>Spelling / Phrases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Vertical Eye Movement</td>
<td>Phrases / Symbols</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Participants P3, P4 and P5 all had significant oculomotor impairment associated with their disorder (even though P3 did not report any visual deficits) while P1 and P2 were able to control an eye-gaze tracking AAC device to some extent.

*P2 reported no oculomotor deficits, but presented with a ptosis of the right eye. Abbreviations: brainstem stroke (BS); progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP); traumatic brain injury (TBI); amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).
Table 2
A summary of BCI performance for each participant with the results of a bootstrap randomization test of accuracy against chance levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th># Runs</th>
<th>Significance test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>34.52</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>p = 0.0145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>p = 0.8896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>p = 0.1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>26.25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>p = 0.3169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>